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site development &
design standards

A full range of site development standards are included in the ordinance. Standards
include requirements related to exterior lighting, accessory structures and uses, permitted
encroachments, and environmental performance standards to minimize impacts of noise,
glare, heat, dust, etc. on adjacent uses.
The ordinance also contains a set of design standards, intended to promote architectural
innovation and creativity in the design of buildings and sites, ensure compatibility with
surrounding developments, and to enhance the pedestrian-oriented character and overall
visual image of the Village of Oak Park.

Exterior Lighting Standards
Exterior lighting standards are included in the ordinance. These standards
control the heights of light posts, the design of lighting, and regulate glare
to prevent lighting from causing a nuisance to neighbors. Prior special uses
granted for institutional uses have been grandfathered in the ordinance.

Accessory Structures
The ordinance controls a full range of accessory structures. These include
garages, carports, and fences. Structures related to sustainable technology
and local food production are also included, with controls for private solar
and wind, and structures like chicken coops. Unique Oak Park uses are also
addressed within the ordinance, such as tour houses and house museums.

Permitted Encroachments
An encroachment is the extension or placement of an attached or detached
accessory structure or a structure’s architectural feature into a required yard.
A permitted encroachments table has been included that regulates how far
these can encroach into a required yard.

Design Standards
Design standards are included in the ordinance,
and address both site and building design. Design
standards include:
• Requirements related to building design
elements such as prohibiting blank façades in
excess of a minimum length
• Requiring a minimum percentage of
transparency on the ground floor
• Respecting established roofline heights and
cornice treatments of adjacent buildings
• Prioritizing the design and visual prominence of
building entries
• Specific provisions to address the particular
conditions of auto-oriented developments
• Requirement that development must follow
standards for energy efficient building and site
design.

Environmental Performance Standards
A series of performance standards is included in the ordinance, intended to
address issues of noise, glare, heat, vibration, dust and air pollution, odors,
and other hazards, to minimize conflicts between adjacent uses.
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